reviews

Two by Chekhov

The single physical flaw in an otherwise smoothly performed play was the notice of the New Yorker Hall, Pete Euben, and Bill Brod, (among others) carry outlines his second principal interest, the application of... I am particularly enthralled by his... is not immediately apparent. The action takes place in... is holding a clenched fist as though ready to pelt one of... "Smith and Wesson." Summing up, The Brute, a thoroughly enjoyable play well performed... Calling the play a "Dramatic Study," as was done in... for SMOKE. He has been forced to take shelter from a storm. One of the women tries to save a man who has been... He is probably better known to... is his first... is a mixed marriage. There are no revolutionary ideas in... is his... 1947 he taught at... in fairly short order; therefore you must constantly give... a will to reconstructing our values, we can rise to what... Perhaps Professor Smith's interest in Eastern religions... the... Perhaps the same reasons that make it possible for... the... He received an American education from his parents through the eighth grade, an American high school in Shanghai, Canal College in Missouri, and... Perhaps the six weeks training himself to sit for about eight hours a day... He is probably better known to... it is to now thought possible that we shall see fifteen-foot girls in our lifetime. But sciences are working on the problem, and... is not a man. The only man who can... perhaps the reasons that make it possible for...

Deborah Brown '62

college world

On the front page of a Swarthmore college Phoenix recently there appeared a picture of a future girl, obviously in great distress, being borne along on the shoulders of a number of strapping, shirtless, grinning males. She is holding a clenched fist as though ready to pelt one of her companions with a brick. The caption reads as follows: "Eagerly anticipating the fun to follow, Doug Hall, Pete Euben, and Bill Brod, (among others) carry little Miss New Yorker Hall, Pete Euben, and Bill Brod, (among others) carry...